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Sewing Meet
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Watch for our Grand ReOpening!
Visit our Website:
www.StitchingOnState.com

Opening this coming Saturday
Visit us at
Stitching On State
Dear Friends,
Greetings....The trucks have arrived and have been unloaded. We have so many
new fabrics on our shelves. Fabric is arriving daily. Terri has been cutting fat
quarters like crazy. We have a full new line of Sew Line Notions. We've restocked Bella marbles and Grunge. We have a full line of 60" wide Fireside
"minky". We have 108" wide backs (5 in now, more on the way). We also have a
plethora of wool. The bathroom is almost finished. The painting is almost
done. It's coming together.
Saturday is Local Quilt Shop Day. In honor of Local Quilt Shop Day, we will be
re-opening this coming Saturday!!! Our hours will be Tuesday thru Saturday,
10am till 2pm. FIVE MORE SLEEPS TILL SATURDAY!!!!
Can you tell I'm excited? However, some of our orders have not arrived yet.
Unfortunately, we are at the mercy of the shipping gurus. Terri will have
information of what's to come pasted up for your viewing and planning
pleasure. While we wait, I wanted to open so you could come take a look, touch
and feel, pick up backing and background fabric, and just say Hi. To thank you
for coming in, we will be giving you a coupon to use during our Grand Opening
Extravaganza.
Make no mistake, this is not our Grand Opening Extravaganza! That will
happen when we get all the items that we ordered. So stay tuned for updates
and details.
In order to keep everyone safe, we will be limiting the number of guests in the
shop. Masks and hand sanitizer will be required. Masks must be worn
properly and cover both your nose and mouth. In order to manage the number
of customers in the shop we are passing out numbers as you enter. If we hit our
limit we will ask you to wait on the porch until another customer leaves and

turns in their number. Everyone's safety remains out biggest concern. We are
asking everyone to be mindful and maintain a safe distance while shopping.
Pat
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